
Flashpoint Physical Security Intelligence 
(PSI)

Enhance situational awareness with geo-enriched data  
and intelligence expertise 
 

Flashpoint PSI delivers geo-enriched data and expert finished intelligence from an extensive, global 

range of open sources like social media, messaging apps, defense forums, and illicit communities. It 

enables customers to translate, analyze, and monitor the data to investigate and understand critical 

events, geopolitical situations, and executive threats.

Safeguard people, places, and assets with increased situational awareness

Extend your team’s capacity with intuitive functionality and intelligence support

Accelerate speed-to-insight with near-real-time data and analytical tools to cut through  

the noise quickly and easily

ECHOSEC, BY FLASHPOINT

Geospatial enrichments: Create a geographic boundary over any location in the world by typing in an address  

or using map-drawing tools, and immediately see the social media posts originating from—or associated  

with—that location.

What's included

Benefits



FINISHED INTELLIGENCE REPORTS

Get timely intelligence generated by our team of expert analysts. Viewable in a news-style dashboard or by 

geographic region, Intelligence Reports provide details on geopolitical regions, ongoing incidents, and threat  

actors and groups to provide an in-depth picture of today’s physical security landscape.

Use Ignite AI to ask questions using natural language search and receive answers from Flashpoint  

Intelligence Reports.

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

Request and receive information from our intelligence team at the click of a button. Through the RFI process, 

our intelligence analysts field questions and conduct research inside closed illicit online communities and open 

sources to provide original, unique analyses.

Global translation: Instantly translate search queries in over 100 languages, and add the translated query to your 

search in just a few clicks.

Actor insights: Quickly generate a profile with key information about a specific internet user including active 

communities, recent posts, previously linked locations, mentions, and media.

Integrated AI: Condense hours of work into seconds with instant summaries of search results including positive 

and negative sentiment. Deepen or pivot your investigations with AI-generated search term recommendations.

Analytics and visualization: Observe trends, patterns, and key insights over time in a configurable dashboard. 

Widgets include Top Authors, Data Sources, and Locations, as well as Threat Score and Results Heatmap.

24/7 monitoring and alerts: Create ongoing searches and review results in an inbox or map view. Get notified via 

email or webhook when new results match your search criteria.

"The tool allows us to stay up to date with any online threats made against our clients 
or simply general public discourse surrounding our client’s image. We utilize the saved 

searches feature which include various filters to help us find the most threatening 
chatter and alert ourselves to any issues that may require immediate attention."

—SECURITY & INVESTIGATIONS PROFESSIONAL

Flashpoint is the pioneering leader in threat data and intelligence. We empower  commercial enterprises and government agencies to decisively confront 
complex  security challenges, reduce risk, and improve operational resilience amid fast-evolving  threats. Through the Flashpoint Ignite platform, we deliver 
unparalleled depth, breadth  and speed of data from highly relevant sources, enriched by human insights. Our  solutions span cyber threat intelligence, 
vulnerability intelligence, geopolitical risk,  physical security, fraud and brand protection. The result: our customers safeguard  critical assets, avoid financial 
loss, and protect lives. Discover more at flashpoint.io.
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